Let G be any connected graph of order n, X = { x1, x2, ..., xk} be an order set of vertices and y a vertex in G. The representation of y with respect to X is the ordered k-tuple r(v|X) = (d(y, x1), d(y, x2), ..., d(y, xk)), where d (u, v) represents the distance between the vertices u and v. X is called a local resolving set of G if every two adjacent vertices u and v in G satisfy r(u|X)  r(v|X). A minimum local resolving set for G is a local basis of G . A local dimension for G, diml(G), is the cardinality of vertices in a local basis for G. In this article, we study and determine general results of local metric dimensions of edge-corona of graphs.
Introduction
In this article, we assume connected, simple and finite graphs. The vertex set of graph G denote by V(G) and the edge set of graph G by ) (G E . For the other references, we can see Chartrand et. al. [4] .
The lenght of the shortest path between x dan y is called the distance d(x, y) between two vertices x dan y in graph G. For an ordered set X = { x1, x2, ..., xk}  V(G) of vertices, we use the ordered k-tuple r(u|X) = (d(u, x1), du, x2), ..., d (u, xk) ) as the representation of u with respect to X. If every two adjacent vertices of G have distinct representations with respect to X then X is called as a local resolving set for G. A minimum local resolving set is a local basis for G. A local metric dimension for G, diml(G), is the number of vertices in a local basis for G.
One of the problems, when someone studies chemical structures of chemical compound is how to represent a chemical compound. Motivated by this problem, some research about metric dimension or local metric dimension of graphs related with terminology in chemistry like corona and amalgation have done. For example a research about metric dimensions of corona product graphs [5] , metric dimensions of amalgamation graphs [8] , local metric dimensions of graphs [2] , and local metric dimensions of corona product graphs [3, 6, 7] . This paper presents our study about local metric dimensions of edge-corona of graphs. Firstly, given some basic concept and notation in graphs . Two adjacent vertices )
will be denoted with u~v. For the set of neighbors of
and we use the notation The set of vertices of G will denote by } ,..., , { ) (
Definition 1. [1,9] Let G and H be any graph of order n1 and n2, and of degree m1 and m2, respectively and Hi be the i th -copy of graph H. Edge-corona graph of G and H, denoted by GH , is a graph obtained from a copy-graph of G and m1 copy-graphs of H, and joining every end-vertex of the i th -edge of G by an edge to a vertex in Hi such that every end-vertex of the i th -edge of G adjacent with all of vertex of Hi.
Although edge-corona graph K2H and joint graph K2+H be isomorph, to determine general results of local dimensions of edge-corona product of graphs is used joint graph K1+H as their subgraphs. Here therefore, given definition of joint graph. The joint H G  is the graph obtained from a copy-graph of G and a copy-graph of H and joining i th -vertex of G by an edge to a vertex in of H such that every i th -vertex of G adjacent with all of vertex of H.
Main results
General results of metric dimensions of edge-corona graphs will be present on this section. Started with a strictly case. If
Theorem 2. For any connected-graph which is not bipartite graph G of order n1 ≥ 3 with |E(G)| = m and any graph complement of complete graph
Proof. Let U be any local basis for graph G. Since U be any local resolving set for graph G, then every pair of adjacent vertices x, yG have distinct representation with respect U. In GH, representation of two adjacent vertices xG, yH with respect U are also different.Therefore,U is a local resolving set for GH. replaced by xi, i{1, 2,. .., n2}. So, W' be any local resolving set for graph G and
.This is a contradiction. Thus, U be a local basis of GH.  Following present is the main section of general results of local metric dimensions of edge-corona graph GH, where H be a non graph complement of complete graph.
Theorem 3. For any connected graph which is not incomplete-bipartite graph G of order n1≥3 with |E(G)| = m, H be a non graph complement of complete graph and z is the vertex of K1. The assertion below hold. (i) If z is not elemen of any local basis of graph K1+H then
) ( dim ) ( dim 1 H K m H G      (ii) If z
is elemen of any local basis of graph K1+H then
Proof. For n1 = 2, we have obtained that GH i . Case (1) )
So, B is a local resolving set of GH. 
